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 Where Art Meets Science

•  NASA - A Human Adventure

•  Journey to Infinity 
Escher’s World of Wonder
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Make it inspiring with enchanting possibilities  
at Marina Bay Sands. Spark your creativity with a 
line-up of exhibitions, workshops and activities  

at ArtScience Museum.

Enjoy access to all exhibitions at the museum 
from just $30 this holiday season!

ALL-ACCESS TICKET PRICES
Mon – Thu

Category Standard Local*

Adult $35 $30

Senior/Student $30 $25

Child $20 $15

Family
(2 Adults + 2 Children) $90 $70

Fri – Sun
Category Standard Local*

Adult $40 $34

Senior/Student $34 $29

Child $24 $20

Family
(2 Adults + 2 Children) $100 $80

* Valid upon presenting a valid identity card (Singapore Citizen IC, 
Singapore Permanent Resident IC, employment pass, work permit or 
dependent’s pass)
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Printed on eco-friendly paper with soy-based ink.

ArtScience Museum™ at Marina Bay Sands® is the museum 
that celebrates the intersection between art, science, 
technology and culture. Since its opening in February 2011, 
it has staged major exhibitions by some of the world’s 
leading artists, including Leonardo da Vinci, Salvador 
Dalí, Andy Warhol and Vincent Van Gogh, as well as major 
exhibitions which explore aspects of scientific history.

ArtScience Museum is Southeast Asia’s leading cultural 
institution exploring the interrelationship between art and 
science. Through its programmes of exhibitions, events, 
performances and education activities, it shows how the 
world around us is transformed by art, science, technology 
and culture. The museum’s combination of striking 
architecture, award-winning design, strong curation and 
intellectual discussions makes it unique internationally. 
Featuring 21 gallery spaces totalling 50,000 square feet 
(4,650 m2), the iconic lotus-inspired building has played 
host to major international touring exhibitions from 
renowned collections in the world.

WELCOME TO 
ARTSCIENCE MUSEUM



WHERE ART MEETS SCIENCE

Now Showing
Enter a futuristic world of high-tech artworks and 
interactive digital experiences created in collaboration with 
teamLab, a globally-renowned Japanese group of ultra-
technologists and multi-award winning art collective.

Let the interactive artworks inspire your imagination, 
and open a world of playful possibilities through the 
adventure of exploration. Be immersed in a world of art, 
science, magic and metaphor through 16 cutting-edge 
digital installations.

FUTURE WORLD

Official Projection Partner

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
From now till 8 Jan, check out the festive special 
installation ‘Sketch Christmas’, where you can colour 
Santa Claus and watch him come to life! 

SPOTLIGHT GALLERY TALKS
Saturday - 3, 10, 17, 24 & 31 Dec | 3:30pm - 4:30pm

Boundaries between art and technology are becoming 
increasingly blurred as new grounds are broken 
in digital artistic expression. Discover the ideas 
and themes in our permanent exhibition through 
this series of lively spotlight talks, and join us for 
interactive play happening at various exhibition zones.

Complimentary to ticket-holders of  
Future World: Where Art Meets Science.



Now till 26 Feb 2017

Step inside M.C. Escher's playful world of wonder, and be 
captivated by more than 150 original artworks of poetic 
geometry, strange realities and impossible constructions. 
Experiment with interactive installations and optical illusions 
that bring his ideas to life. Discover how his work continues 
to inspire and influence popular culture around the world.

Relativity, 1953, Lithograph, The Liberty Collection, USA
All M.C. Escher works © 2016 The M.C. Escher Company The Netherlands. All rights reserved www.mcescher.com

Exhibition organised in collaboration with: A Parallel Project of:

PUBLIC GUIDED TOUR
ENGLISH:
Family Fridays - 9 & 23 Dec | 3pm - 4pm
Sunday - 4, 11, 18 & 25 Dec | 5pm - 6pm

MANDARIN:
Saturday - 3, 10, 17, 24 & 31 Dec | 2pm - 3pm & 4pm - 5pm

Send your brain spinning in this guided tour that brings you 
into the fantastical and impossible realm of M.C. Escher's 
imagination. Discover how mathematical ideas and art are 
intertwined in Escher’s works, and how his way of thinking 
continues to have a profound influence today.

Complimentary to ticket-holders of  
Journey to Infinity: Escher's World of Wonder. Up to 25 participants on a first-
come, first-served basis. Registration stickers will be given out five minutes 
before tour begins at exhibition entrance.

MAKE YOUR OWN TESSELLATION 
PRINT WORKSHOP
Family Fridays - 9 & 23 Dec | 4:30pm - 5:30pm

Discover the poetry of mathematics in this hands-on 
art-making workshop. With a starting point in grids and 
shapes, participants experiment and design their own 
tessellation prints, drawing inspiration from M.C. Escher's 
tessellation artworks.

$3 per participant, available to ticket-holders of  
Journey to Infinity: Escher's World of Wonder. Up to 20 participants  
on a first-come, first-served basis.



Now till 19 Mar 2017

Venture into the thrilling journey of mankind’s exploration 
of space in the largest space-flight exhibition ever held in 
Singapore. Be inspired by the ambitions of those who dared 
to dream, marvel at more than 200 artefacts and machines 
– many that have travelled to space and back – and open 
your imagination to the future of space exploration.

PUBLIC GUIDED TOUR
ENGLISH: 
Family Fridays - 2, 16 & 30 Dec | 3pm - 4pm
Sunday - 4, 11, 18 & 25 Dec | 11:30am - 12:30pm

MANDARIN:
Sunday - 4, 11, 18 & 25 Dec | 2pm - 3pm & 4pm - 5pm

Humans are driven to explore the unknown and challenge 
the boundaries of what we know. Journey through the 
story of space exploration in this guided tour, as we learn 
about and celebrate some of the most extraordinary 
innovations in space technology and scientific 
achievements in human history.

Complimentary to ticket-holders of NASA - A Human Adventure. Up to 25 
participants on a first-come, first-served basis. Registration stickers will 
be given out five minutes before tour begins at exhibition entrance.

SPACE QUEST WORKSHOP
Family Fridays - 2, 16 & 30 Dec | 4:30pm - 5:30pm

Get ready for your mission to outer space by completing a 
series of exciting and hands-on activities in this one-hour 
workshop. Race against time and find out if your space 
agency has what it takes to launch a space mission. 

$8 per participant. Up to 20 participants on a first-come, first-served basis.

Photo courtesy of NASA

Produced by:In cooperation with:

Sponsored by:



ARTSCIENCE ON

SCREEN

For dates and timings, please refer to website 

Society depends on the Internet for nearly everything but 
rarely do we step back and recognise its endless intricacies 
and unsettling omnipotence. With interviewees ranging 
from Elon Musk to a gaming addict, Werner Herzog 
presents the web in all its wildness and utopian potential 
in this dizzying yet playful examination of our rapidly 
interconnecting online lives.

Free admission. Register in the lobby.

FINAL MONTH OF SCREENING



For one Thursday evening each month, ArtScience Museum 
keeps its doors open straight through until 10pm offering 
free performances, late exhibition viewings and special 
1-for-1 entry to exhibitions (7pm-10pm)*.

Shake off your mid-week doldrums and experience all the 
evening has to offer. See a different side of the museum 
after regular hours where exploration and experimentation 
are de rigueur of the night; where artistic collaboration 
and discovery take over the museum’s spaces; where 
disciplinary boundaries are challenged as performance  
and new media art collide and meld together.

Keep a lookout for upcoming programmes on our website.

ArtScience Late performance programme is free.  

Register in the lobby.

* Terms and Conditions apply.

ARTSCIENCE  
LATE
GET INSPIRED
7PM – 10PM

At Sunday Showcase, creators and makers with a passion 
for art, science, design and technology gather to showcase 
their projects at ArtScience Museum. Enjoy unique access 
to cutting-edge projects undertaken by different tertiary 
institutions in Singapore. Tinker with the inventions, and 
engage the creators and makers in dialogue as they share 
about their creative processes.

SUNDAY SHOWCASE

CONVERSATIONS

Conversations is a series of talks where esteemed speakers 
and industry leading artists take centre stage and share their 
passion and knowledge on various thought-provoking topics.

 
Admission to both programmes is free.  
Register in the Lobby.

Keep a lookout for upcoming programmes on our website.



ARTSCIENCE MUSEUM  AT 
MARINA BAY SANDS
The museum is located along the Marina Bay waterfront in the heart 
of Singapore, only 20 minutes from Changi Airport.

Opening hours: Daily 10am - 7pm (last admission: 6pm)
MarinaBaySands.com/ArtScienceMuseum

 ArtScienceMuseumSG |    ArtScienceMuseum |    ArtSciMuseum

MRT  Bayfront Station (Circle Line/Downtown Line) – 10-minute walk   
Promenade Station (Circle Line) – 15-minute walk  

Bus Bus stop at Bayfront Avenue   
 SBS: 97, 97E, 133, 133M, 502, 518, SMRT: 106

Taxi Pick-up and drop-off near   
 The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands®

Car Car park entrance is located at Sands Expo® and    
 Convention Centre, via Bayfront Link

Complimentary self-parking from Mondays to Thursdays, 10am – 4pm, with a 
minimum spend of $100 in up to 2 combined receipts at ArtScience Museum. 
Redemption by 5pm at ArtScience Museum Box Office or Level B2 Concierge 
at The Shoppes.
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For tickets, visit MarinaBaySands.com/ArtScienceMuseum, any Marina Bay Sands 
Box Office, or call +65 6688 8826.  Tickets are also available at all SISTIC channels.

Valet Taxi Stand MRT – Bayfront  
Station

Bus Stop Parking

EXPLORE MARINA BAY SANDS ON YOUR MOBILE
Download our Pocket Concierge app by scanning this QR code:

Alternatively, search for “Marina Bay Sands” in
the iTunes App Store / Google Play.

All information is correct at the time of print and is subject to change.

Discover a fun and unique café experience that offers 
handcrafted food and exceptional coffee using state-
of-the-art fabrication technology. Sample laser-cut 
cookies, experiment with 3D printing, and learn about how 
technology is changing how we make things. Turn your 
ideas into reality using digital fabrication tools, and expect 
the unexpected when new technology and creativity meet.

Bringing together art, creativity and technology, FabCafe 
organises programmes, lectures, workshops and 
gatherings for students, young entrepreneurs, designers 
and children of all ages.

Keep a lookout for upcoming programmes and workshops' 
details on our website! 

ELVES WORKSHOP
Saturday & Sunday - 10 & 11 Dec | 10am - 7pm

Learn the art of upcycling and create your own handmade 
Christmas cards and gift accessories.

For dates and timings, please refer to our website.

Free. Register in the lobby.



Terms and Conditions apply.

Join for FREE at any membership counter in Marina Bay Sands.

Hotel Lobby Tower 1 or 3  |  Level B1 (Above Sampan Rides)
Level B2 (Near Skating Rink)

MarinaBaySands.com/SandsRewardsLifeStyle

Discover 
Endless Rewards

Access more privileges at the museum, attractions, 
theatres and more when you visit!

COMPLIMENTARY
ArtScience Museum ticket upon purchase of 1 standard ticket

9 INSTANT REWARDS 
DOLLARS at selected 
outlets & guaranteed 3% 
at over 200 outlets

% 15 OFF tickets for  
selected shows 
at MasterCard® 
Theatres

%


